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the Paleogene and Neogene evolution of Austroalpine basement units east 
of the tauern Window is characterised by the formation of two major sets 
of faults: (1) EsE–WNW- to E–W-trending faults, associated with ENE- and 
NNW-trending conjugate structures and (2) N–s to NNE-ssW striking struc-
tures, mainly acting as high-angle normal faults, often associated with E-dip-
ping low-angle normal faults along the western margin of the styrian basin.

together with the stratigraphic evolution of the styrian and Lavanttal 
basins and the related subsidence histories a tectonic evolution may be recon-
structed for this part of the Eastern Alps. In the southern part of the Koralm 
Massif, WNW-trending fractures were activated as dextral strike-slip faults, 
associated with the evolution of WNW-trending troughs filled up with coarse 
block debris. W- to WNW-trending fractures were reactivated as normal faults, 
indicating N–s extension. It is assumed that these phases resulted in subsid-

ence and block debris sedimentation in Karpatian and badenian times (ca. 
17–13 Ma).

In the Western styrian basin no sarmatian (13–11.5 Ma) sediments are 
observed; Pannonian (11.5 to 7.1 Ma) sediments are restricted to the Eastern 
styrian basin. this indicates, that the Koralm basement and the Western styr-
ian basin were affected by post-sarmatian uplift, coinciding with a re-activa-
tion of N-trending normal faults along the eastern margin of the Koralm Mas-
sif. therefore, we suggest that the final uplift of the Koralm complex, partly 
together with the Western styrian basin, occurred during the early Pannonian 
(at approximately 10 Ma). the elevation of clastic deposits indicates that the 
Koralm complex was elevated by approximately 800 m during this phase, as-
sociated with an additional phase of E–W-directed extension accommodated 
by N–s striking normal faults.

1 Introduction

In contrast to its structural evolution during the cretaceous 
period, little is known about the Paleogene and Neogene evo-
lution of the Koralm complex (Figs. 1, 2), even though late-oro-
genic strike-slip and extensional faulting that occurred during 
the Miocene (e.g. ratschbacher et al. 1991) are well-known on 
a regional scale and brought about the final shaping of the oro-
gen (e.g. Frisch et al. 1998). It is widely assumed that the forma-
tion of the Lavanttal fault system is related to this tectonic sce-
nario as well (e.g. Frisch et al. 1998, 2000a, b; reinecker 2000). 
Although large-scale models providing the reconstruction of 
the structural evolution of the central and eastern parts of the 
Eastern Alps (Fig. 1) during the cenozoic and in particular the 
Neogene exist (e.g. Neubauer & Genser 1990; Decker & Peres-
son 1996; Peresson & Decker 1997; Neubauer et al. 2000), a 
model for the final exhumation of the Koralm complex has not 

been established yet. to a great extent this may be related to 
the restricted access to well preserved exposures in this area.

In this study we discuss the final evolution of this unit dur-
ing the Miocene by the analysis of faults, fault zones and related 
structures, and the relationships to and the time constraints 
given by the adjacent sedimentary basins. Particular emphasis 
will be placed on the southeastern part of the Koralm Massif 
and the adjacent parts of the styrian basin. this area is char-
acterised by the occurrence of coarse, blocky debris deposits 
(the so-called “schwanberg blockschutt”) (Flügel & Neubauer 
1984), or schwanberg Formation (Nebert 1989) along an E–W 
trending basin. this sedimentary trough encroaches the Kor-
alm Massif towards west (Fig. 2). compared with the Neogene 
deposits of the western styrian basin, both the base and the top 
of the “schwanberg blockschutt” trough are at a higher alti-
tude. therefore, the analysis of the mechanisms of its inversion 
and elevation relative to the main styrian basin will provide 
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insight into the final evolution of the Koralm complex during 
the Late Miocene.

2 Geological setting

the major part of the central Austroalpine nappe pile in the 
Eastern Alps was already near to the surface during early ce-
nozoic times, as indicated by zircon and apatite fission track 
data; these parts were referred to as “cold spots” by Hejl 
(1997). One of these “cold spots” is represented by the Koralm 
complex (Figs. 1, 2). the pre-cenozoic evolution of this unit 
is very well documented by detailed petrological studies (for 
review, see Habler & thöni 2001; Kurz & Fritz 2003; schuster & 
Kurz 2005). It is characterized by a poly-metamorphic history 
with signatures of pre-Alpine events and reached amphibolite 
to eclogite facies conditions during the cretaceous (Eo-Alpine 
event). At least three metamorphic events (Variscan, Permian 
and cretaceous) are described. the units within the Koralm, Po-

horje, saualm, and Gleinalm expose high-grade metamorphic 
units of the Austroalpine Nappe complex, being incorporated 
into the Austroalpine nappe stack during the Early cretaceous 
(Frank 1987). these units are part of the Lower central Aus-
troalpine, and in particular the Koralpe – Wölz nappe system 
(see Janak et al. 2006 and schmid et al. 2004, respectively) and 
were formerly referred to as part of the “Middle” Austroalpine 
unit. these are surrounded by low-grade metamorphic Aus-
troalpine basement units, represented by the Graz Paleozoic in 
the east, and the Gurktal Nappe in the west, both being part of 
the Upper central Austroalpine nappe system and the Drau-
zug-Gurktal nappe system in particular (see Janák et al. 2006 
and schmid et al. 2004, respectively), formerly referred to as 
“Upper” Austroalpine. these units are overlain by clastic sedi-
ments of Late cretaceous to Eocene age. remnants of these 
clastic sequences are exposed within the Gosau basins of Kai-
nach and Krappfeld, deposited on top of the Graz Paleozoic 
and the Gurktal Nappe, respectively (Figs. 1, 2). Alpine cover 

Fig. 1. tectonic map of the Eastern Alps displaying major and minor Paleogene to Neogene fault systems (after Linzer et al., 2002).  
PLF = Palten – Liesing fault; PöF = Pöls fault; Göb = Göriach basin; Pab = Parschlug basin; seb = seegraben basin; Psb = Passail basin; Fob = Fohnsdorf 
basin; Obb = Obdach basin; Lab = Lavanttal basin; tab = tamsweg basin; trb = trofaiach basin; KLb = Klagenfurt basin; Wsb = Western styrian basin; 
Krb = Krappfeld Gosau basin; Kab = Kainach Gosau basin.
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sequences, building up the main part of the Northern calcare-
ous Alps, were detached together with their former basement 
(the Graywacke Zone) from the units below and were thrusted 
towards north during the Lower cretaceous. thus, the units 
exposed in the eastern central part of the Eastern Alps par-
ticularly document the structural evolution of the Austroalpine 
basement units and the metamorphic evolution related to the 
Eo-Alpine collision and subsequent exhumation.

Nappe stacking, HP metamorphism and subsequent exhu-
mation of HP units mainly occurred during the cretaceous and 
are referred to as Eo-Alpine evolution (Kurz & Fritz 2003). 

Petrological and structural studies (for review see Kurz et al. 
2002; Kurz & Fritz 2003), including geochronological work, fa-
cilitated a detailed reconstruction of the pressure-temperature-
time evolution, in particular from the Permian to the Late cre-
taceous. At upper crustal levels, the exhumation of the Koralm 
complex was accommodated by low-angle normal faults along 
its southern and north-eastern margins. Extension accommo-
dated by these normal faults triggered the formation of the 
Gosau sedimentary basins (Fig. 2) during the Late cretaceous 
as well (for a review, see Kurz & Fritz 2003). However, the Ko-
ralm complex was not exhumed to the surface at that time as 

Fig. 2. Geological map of the Koralm Massif and adjacent areas, including the main faults activated during the Miocene.
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is indicated by the absence of Koralm-derived pebbles in the 
Gosau deposits.

the Koralm complex forms a dome structure with an ap-
proximately E–W-trending axis (Kurz et al. 2002). this struc-
ture is traced by a penetrative foliation (s1,2) dipping to the 
south in the southern part of the Koralm complex and the 
Plankogel complex, and to the north to northeast in the north-
ern parts; in the central part the penetrative foliation has a 
subhorizontal orientation. Generally, the foliation is parallel 
to the lithological and tectonic boundaries, in particular along 
the southern and northern/northeastern margin of the Koralm 
complex.

2.1 Mesozoic/Cenozoic boundary and Cenozoic evolution

the Late cretaceous to Paleogene tectono-metamorphic evo-
lution of the Koralm complex and adjacent areas is discussed 
by bojar et al. (2001), Fritz et al. (2002), and Kurz & Fritz (2003). 
the effect of Late cretaceous to Early Paleogene tectonics and 
metamorphism is still under debate. recognition of post-Eo-
alpine structures and metamorphic assemblages is hampered 
by the fact that the spatial distribution of cretaceous/Paleogene 
structural elements coincide frequently with later, Miocene 
structures. However, from geochronological and tectono-meta-
morphic arguments there is strong evidence that the evolution 
during the latest cretaceous and Paleogene played a major role 
in Alpine architecture. this includes: (1) Major tectonic lines, 
interpreted as Early cretaceous thrusts are overprinted and 
sealed by upper greenschist- to amphibolite-facies metamor-
phism and tectonics. (2) Large rock volumes within eastern sec-
tors of the Eastern Alps cooled down below ca. 250 °c already 
in cretaceous times. (3) A large number of geochronological 
mineral formation ages, previously interpreted to date Eo-Al-
pine nappe stacking, cluster around ca. 80 Ma and may easily be 
re-interpreted in terms of strike-slip and/or extensional tecton-
ics. In particular, sets of ductile strike slip and normal faults are 
traced along the southern margin of Austroalpine units (Kurz 
& Fritz 2003), although frequently obliterated by younger tec-
tonic events along the Periadriatic Lineament (Fig. 1).

Along its margins, the Koralm complex is surrounded by 
distinct faults and shear zones. In particular, low-angle normal 
faults form the northeastern and southern margins of the Ko-
ralm complex. the western margin is formed by a NNW-trend-
ing strike slip fault, the Lavanttal fault (Figs. 1, 2). this fault 
is part of the Pöls-Lavanttal fault system (Frisch et al. 2000a; 
reinecker 2000). Along the Lavanttal segment, dextral offset 
of approximately 10 km was deduced from displaced lithologi-
cal units. Vertical offset is 4–5 km, whereby the eastern block 
(Koralm) was up-faulted (Frisch et al. 2000a). Near its southern 
termination, the Lavanttal fault cuts and offsets the Periadri-
atic fault by about 20 km. sedimentary basins (Lavanttal basin, 
Obdach basin) formed along left-handed oversteps. the nature 
of the Lavanttal basin is probably an oblique graben structure 
formed in a transtensional regime (Frisch et al. 2000a); it is as-
sumed to be active since the Early Miocene with peaks in activ-

ity between 18–16 Ma and 14–12 Ma (reinecker 2000). Fault 
plane solutions display clear dextral strike-slip movements 
(reinecker & Lenhardt 1999; reinecker 2000).

Little is known about the eastern margin of the Koralm 
complex, the greatest part of it being hidden below Miocene 
sediments of the western styrian basin (Fig. 1). However, 
brittle faults and fault-related cataclastic rocks were detected 
by cored drillings located at the eastern margin of the Koralm 
complex (Vanek et al. 2001; brosch et al. 2001; Pischinger et 
al. 2005, 2006). brittle structures that are related to the latest 
evolution of the Koralm complex were analysed by Vanek et 
al. (2001). the few results of tectonic and stress-strain analyses 
may be correlated with the latest tectonic evolution of the East-
ern Alps from the Neogene onwards; this includes sustained 
N–s-directed extension, being re-oriented and replaced by 
E–W extension and E–W compression.

Following the descriptions above, the latest clearly docu-
mented event within the Koralm complex is the amphibolite 
facies metamorphic overprint which occurred at approximately 
90 Ma ago. subsequent cooling is ill-constrained. the final in-
crement of the pressure-temperature-time evolution of the 
Koralm complex, i.e. from approximately 90 Ma onwards, is 
poorly documented, as is the cenozoic structural evolution of 
the Austroalpine crystalline complexes in the eastern part of 
the Eastern Alps. this evolution primarily comprises exhuma-
tion, tectonic uplift and surface uplift.

A few data show that crustal stretching, extension and the 
formation of the Gosau basins of the Eastern Alps east of the 
tauern Window (“Zentralalpine Gosau“) coincides with the 
exhumation of crystalline basement complexes of the Lower 
central Austroalpine unit (Fig. 1) (Neubauer et al. 1995). Ex-
humation resulted in cooling from initial epidote-amphibolite/ 
upper greenschist facies conditions to temperatures below 
300 °c at the beginning of the Paleogene. sphene, zircon and 
apatite fission track data, for example from the Gleinalm area 
north of the Koralm Massif, indicate cooling to temperatures 
below 200–250 °c at 65 Ma (Neubauer et al. 1995). the north-
ern part of the Koralm complex cooled to temperatures below 
200 °c already in the Late cretaceous (Hejl 1997, 1998). Hence, 
these regions were already near (approximately 5–8 km) to the 
surface during the whole cenozoic. towards south, the apatite 
fission track ages within the Koralm complex gradually become 
younger. this indicates that the southern parts were exhumed 
later. In the central part of the Koralm complex these ages 
range from approximately 50 to 37 Ma (Hejl 1998; rabitsch et 
al. 2007). Approximately 31 Ma are reported from the south-
ern margin of the Koralm complex, approx. 26 Ma from the 
western margin (Hejl 1998). two apatite fission track ages from 
the central part of the Koralm complex, close to the Lavanttal 
fault, show cooling below approximately 120 °c between 28.5 
and 18 Ma. West of the Lavanttal fault, apatite fission track 
ages range from approx. 27 to 12 Ma (Puch 1995). In the Po-
horje region early to mid-Miocene cooling of both magmatic 
and metamorphic rocks is indicated by zircon fission track ages 
of 26–19 Ma (Fodor et al. 2003). toward west, in the Gurktal 
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Nappe complex (Fig. 1), stronger post-cretaceous denudation 
can be observed as compared to the Koralm complex.

Indirect evidence for the Neogene evolution of the Koralm 
complex may be provided by the sedimentary record within 
the adjacent sedimentary basins (in particular the styrian and 
Lavanttal basins) (Figs. 1–3). the subsidence history of the 
styrian basin as well as that of the Lavanttal basin, are better 
constrained due to a well documented stratigraphy (for a sum-
mary, see Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995; sachsenhofer et al. 1997, 
2001). subsidence started probably at 18 Ma (Ottnangian stage 
of the central Paratethys paleogeographic realm) (Fig. 3), fol-
lowed by a phase of transgression in the Early Karpatian (ap-
prox. 17 Ma). In the latest Karpatian (approx. 16.4 Ma) a tec-
tonic event led to the re-organisation of the basin architecture. 
this event is assumed to be related to block-tilting causing an 
uplift of the hinterland, represented by the Koralm Massif. this 
coincided with an eustatic sea level low stand, thus forming a 
tectonically enhanced sequence boundary. In the southern part 
of the western styrian basin, close to the Pohorje Mountains 
(Fig. 1), early Miocene sediments lacking a thermal overprint 
contain apatite grains showing a cooling age of approx. 19 Ma 
(Eggenburgian), only 1–2 Ma older than the time of deposition 
(sachsenhofer et al. 1998). the cooling rate of the mainly Aus-
troalpine source was very fast, pointing to tectonic denudation 
(sachsenhofer et al. 1998).

the earliest badenian (approx. 16 Ma) is characterised by 
shallow marine conditions; fluvial sedimentation was restricted 
to the western margin of the basin, i.e. close to the eastern mar-
gin of the Koralm Massif. A major sea-level drop at the end 
of the badenian (approx. 13 Ma) caused the progradation of 
(braided-) delta deposits into the western part of the styrian 
basin, followed by a new phase of transgression during the sar-
matian (13–11.5 Ma). this marine influence prevailed up to the 
Early Pannonian (sachsenhofer 1996). Limnic and fluviatile 
sediments replaced this marine period, and from the Late Pan-
nonian onwards, the terrestric sedimentary influence increased 
due to continuing uplift.

3 Methods

slickenside and striae data for paleostress orientation analyses 
were collected following the methods proposed by Angelier & 
Mechler (1977) and Angelier (1979) both in the field and, due 
to the restricted occurrence of adequate outcrops, from drill 
cores. Within the scope of the geological and geotechnical site 
investigations for the Koralm tunnel (with a length of 32.8 km 
to be built under the Koralm Massif) (steidl et al. 2001) an 
enormous volume of data and material has been gained and 
elaborated during the last years. Especially seven deep core 
drillings (being part of the site investigations for the Koralm 
tunnel), reaching depths of up to 1200 m, have extended the 
access to geological samples into the third dimension.

criteria used to determine the sense of slip along brittle 
faults were described by Petit (1987), Angelier (1994) and Dob-
las (1998). the collected fault-striae data were consecutively 

used for paleostress analysis. Analysis was performed for each 
individual outcrop to keep control on possible overprinting 
relationships and multistage formation of shear fractures and 
faults. Only rarely data from nearby outcrops were analysed 
together, and only in cases when the data sampled were too few 
at a distinct station and provided that the data clearly belonged 
to the same kinematic set. Orientation distributions of distinct 
fracture sets and geometrical relationships were analysed by 
using the program package tectonics FP 1.6.2, a 32-bit Win-
dows™-software for structural Geology (reiter & Acs 1996–
2001; Ortner et al. 2002). the Pt-method (P: contraction axis; 
t: extension axis; turner 1953) or graphical method (Marret & 
Allmendinger 1990) provided by this software, was used to cal-
culate the orientation of the kinematic axes from the fault-striae 
data. Prior to analysis the fault-striae data were separated into 
homogeneous subgroups (Meschede & Decker 1993). the P-, 
t- and the b (intermediate) axes were calculated for each fault 
plane – striae data set by assuming an angle Θ of 30° between 
the compression axis and the respective fault plane. A Θ of 30° 
has been shown to be a reasonable value for most cases accord-
ing to the Mohr-coulomb failure criterion (Meschede 1994). 
the mean vectors for the kinematic axes were calculated af-
ter Wallbrecher (1986) and represent an approximation of the 
principal stress axes (Ortner et al., 2002). For highly anisotropic 
rocks showing reactivation of the foliation planes as frictional 
shears, however, a different Θ angle was applied that previously 
was determined by a best-fit analysis (see tab. 1). Additionally, 
for each data set the principal stress directions and the stress 
ratios were calculated with the numerical dynamical analysis 
(NDA; spang, 1972).

In contrast to the analysis of field data, the kinematic analy-
sis of discontinuities in drill core samples combines geophysical 
borehole logging and structural stress/strain analysis (brosch et 
al. 2001; Vanek et al. 2001). this procedure consists of two steps. 
During the first, each discontinuity encountered in the drill 
cores and identified by an acoustic borehole televiewer is ex-
amined with respect to its nature, surface markings, mode and 
sense of wall displacements, fillings and primary (in-depth) ap-
erture (brosch et al. 2001). For linear surface markings (striae) 
the rake angle is recorded with respect to the relative strike 
line of the discontinuity in the drill core. secondly, the rake data 
are transposed into dip and dip direction data and corrected 
for the deviation of the borehole from the vertical axis. then 
the theoretical compression and tension axes are calculated as 
described above.

4 Brittle Structures and their interpretation

Morphologically the eastern part of the Koralm Massif is char-
acterised by valleys of two main orientations, either trend-
ing N–s or WNW–EsE; the widest of the latter contains the 
schwanberg block debris (Fig. 2). these morphological fea-
tures coincide with the two main sets of brittle structures, in 
particular fault zones and slickensides, recorded in this area. 
therefore it can be assumed that the course of most valleys 
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is fault-controlled, a feature already noted by stiny (1925) for 
the northern Koralm. the main faults, together with conjugated 
secondary fractures, were repeatedly activated during distinct 
deformational phases.

At map scale mainly two sets of faults can be distinguished; 
their strike directions range from E to sE and N to NE, re-
spectively (Fig. 2). In general, the E-trending ones are partly 
covered by block debris deposits; these are crosscut and dis-
placed by NNE-trending faults (Fig. 2). the contact of the 
Koralm complex with the Miocene sediments of the western 
styrian basin is badly exposed, as are assumed normal fault 
zones forming the eastern margin of the Koralm Massif. both 

discontinuities were temporally exposed during the excavation 
of the Koralm pilot tunnel, showing that the eastern margin of 
the Koralm complex is formed by a cataclastic shear zone of 
approximately 1 meter in thickness in this area (Fig. 4). this 
zone comprises fine-grained cohesive cataclasites (terminology 
sensu brodie et al. 2002) with a fragment size of approximately 
0.5 to 5 cm; the fragments are embedded within a matrix with 
predominating grain sizes of 0.2 to 0.5 mm (Fig. 4). A highly 
fractured damage zone with highly variable thickness (several 
decimetres to several meters), partly grading into a block-in-
matrix rock (sensu Medley 1994), characterises the footwall. 
In the hanging-wall the shear zone is covered by slightly com-

Fig. 3. comparison of the sedimentary evolution and tectonic regime for the Lavanttal, the styrian and the Fohnsdorf basin from the Lower Miocene up to the 
Pleistocene. Grey filled arrows indicate orientation of paleostress tensors (West is left page margin and East is right page margin).
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pacted cross-bedded, undeformed sands of probable late Kar-
patian to early badenian age (Nebert 1989; beck-Mannagetta 
et al. 1991).

At the scale of a few decimetres to meters the sequence of 
displacements along distinct faults can be derived from over-
printing relationships both in outcrops and drill cores. How-
ever, these overprinting relationships are restricted to a few 
key outcrops that provide the basis for the structural analysis 
at sites with incomplete information about the relative defor-
mation sequence. this sequence comprises four major events of 
brittle deformation, referred to as D1 to D4. the coordinates of 
outcrop locations with detailed data on the orientation of the 
evaluated principal stress axes are summarised in table 1.

D1 can be subdivided into two sub-phases. D1–1-related struc-
tures are restricted to distinct domains. Locally, E to EsE strik-
ing sub-vertical fractures were activated as dextral strike-slip 
faults. these are associated with conjugate N to NW-trending 
dextral, and NNE-trending sinistral strike-slip faults (Figs. 5a, 
b). A detailed analysis of the distinct stations shows that either 
EsE and N-trending, or (N)NW and NNE-trending faults oc-
cur as conjugate fracture sets. Locally, NW-trending fractures 
with dextral displacement occur as single sets. the complete 
assemblage can be geometrically interpreted to represent EsE-
trending Y (main)-, E-trending P-, (N)NW-trending r-(riedel), 
and NNE-trending r'-fractures. the results from the analysis 
of paleostress orientations show a sub-horizontal NNW–ssE 
orientation of σ1 and a sub-horizontal orientation of σ3 in 
ENE–WsW-direction (Figs. 5a, b). the block debris deposits 

of schwanberg, mainly consisting of components derived from 
the adjacent basement, are related to major D1–1-related EsE-
trending faults, too. According to Nebert (1989), sedimentation 
of these deposits started during the Late Karpatian/Early bad-
enian (Fig. 3). In general, the base of the deposits is formed by 
a zone of highly disintegrated host rock, often accompanied by 
the development of tectonic breccias and cataclasites. Adjacent 
to the block debris deposits, the basement protoliths (mainly 
garnet mica-schist and schistose garnet-bearing gneiss) show 
severe alteration and deformational overprint of the pen-
etrative fabrics along distinct semi-ductile shear zones. the 
basement protolith is intensely retrogressed; biotite is mainly 
replaced by stilpnomelane, plagioclase is mainly replaced by 
epidote-zoisite and calcite (Egger 2007). besides the alteration, 
the development of veins and cracks healed by calcite and sub-
ordinate quartz, white mica, and zeolite indicates the presence 
of hydrothermal fluids during faulting.

the EsE striking dextral strike-slip shears were reacti-
vated during D1–2 as conjugate high-angle normal faults. this 
is indicated by sub-vertical striae associated with top-down 
displacement criteria overprinting the D1–1-related sub-hori-
zontal striae (Fig. 5d). these high-angle normal faults are far 
better preserved than the previous strike-slip faults and are 
locally associated with the development of cm-thick fault 
gouges. the main valleys and ridges strike parallel to these 
WNW–EsE oriented structures. As observed in drill cores 
the D1–2-related normal faults crosscut the lower parts of the 
block debris deposits of schwanberg as well (Egger 2007). the 

Fig. 4. a) contact between a cataclastic shear 
zone and slightly compacted, but undeformed 
badenian (?) sand along the eastern margin of 
the Koralm complex, as exposed within the pilot 
tunnel “Leibenfeld” at station 130 m (view is to-
wards east, appr. 12 m wide and 5.5 m high); the 
cataclastic shear zone rock in the footwall of the 
sediments is dipping to the east, slickenside striae 
are plunging subparallel to the fault dip (normal 
sense of shear); H: slickensided fault plane, str: 
striation, bIM-rock: block-in-matrix rock (refer 
to text for nomenclature). b) polished section of 
a hand specimen of the cataclasite with gravel-
sized, angular to slightly rounded fragments of 
gneiss in a fine-grained, foliated matrix, riedel 
shears support top to east sense of shear. Main 
shearplane is the same as slickenside in Figure 4a. 
(scalebar in the lower right is 3 cm long)
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dipdir dip dipdir dip dipdir dip

1 663924 196819 531 PT, NDA 4 0 48 72 275 8 181 15 35 0.435 D1-2

1 663924 196819 531 PT, NDA 15 4 138 83 5 5 280 5 35 0.422 D2

5 663787 192855 695 Extension 3 0 270 89 360 1 90 1 D2

7 643581 186454 1554 PT 3 0 227 79 332 1 61 9 30 D2

7 643581 186454 1554 PT 3 0 236 15 123 55 336 31 30 D3-1

7 643581 186454 1554 PT, NDA 4 0 297 80 28 2 121 10 30 0.578 D3-2

8 647102 190757 1384 PT, NDA 15 3 160 76 283 8 11 14 20 0.455 D1-2

9 647176 190763 1364 PT, NDA 8 3 145 69 306 13 40 6 30 0.487 D1-2

10 647070 190665 1384 PT, NDA 6 0 143 88 293 19 27 10 30 0.539 D1-2

22 644596 182403 1351 PT 3 0 173 21 326 69 79 6 35  D1-1

24 661794 193955 803 PT 4 1 212 43 22 51 303 2 30 D3-1

26 662236 194433 772 PT 3 0 84 81 342 2 251 7 30 D2

30 645204 175958 1159 PT, NDA 5 0 283 75 116 14 24 4 30 0.49 D1-2

47 641508 182275 779 PT, NDA 5 1 222 62 353 17 86 20 30 0.508 D2

49 660446 210288 400 PT, NDA 6 1 123 57 347 24 246 19 30 0.471 D2

49 660446 210288 400 conjug 12 0 143 88 53 1 323 2 D3-2

50 655925 184494 957 PT, NDA 12 4 51 43 193 48 308 16 30 0.519 D3-1

52 662334 198465 480 PT 5 4 33 23 273 83 126 7 30 D3-1

53 662576 198465 480 PT, NDA 5 1 34 41 190 47 292 13 30 0.513 D3-1

69 649017 207767 824 PT 3 0 252 74 156 2 66 17 30 D2

70 649543 207315 821 PT, NDA 4 0 332 69 186 17 93 11 30 0.506 D2

71 653276 203732 941 PT 3 0 343 7 128 89 69 5 30 D1-1

72 654254 204047 944 PT, NDA 6 2 69 80 169 2 256 10 30 0.524 D2

72 654254 204047 944 PT, NDA 9 0 144 1 42 78 234 17 30 0.539 D1-1

73 645808 181306 1385 PT, NDA 7 0 242 54 120 22 17 32 30 0.46 D1-2

74 645026 181295 1156 PT, NDA 10 5 140 82 318 9 47 1 30 0.505 D2

75 641028 173255 351 PT, NDA 22 0 186 11 44 77 277 10 30 0.521 D1-1

75 641028 173255 351 PT, NDA 4 0 319 73 112 14 204 7 42 0.427 D1-2

75 641028 173255 351 PT, NDA 12 0 215 6 96 79 306 10 30 0.502 D3-1

75 641028 173255 351 PT, NDA 15 0 240 87 20 4 110 2 30 0.436 D3-2

76 665673 207869 360 PT, NDA 7 0 193 70 349 19 82 7 30 0.525 D2

78 665609 208009 360 Extension 6 260 89 350 1 80 1 D2

78 665609 208009 360 Extension 3 324 89 54 1 144 1 D3-2

79 656552 183317 1003 extension 7 93 79 183 1 273 11 D2

80 654290 182897 1408 PT, NDA 5 0 62 82 273 8 182 3 30 0.483 D1-2

80 654290 182897 1408 PT 3 0 230 50 23 37 124 15 30 D3-1

83 654524 184073 1104 PT 3 0 335 72 85 5 175 16 30 D1-2

83 654524 184073 1104 PT, NDA 4 0 118 76 215 3 306 15 30 0.504 D3-2

83 654524 184073 1104 PT, NDA 6 0 73 5 187 79 335 8 30 0.528 D3-1

84 656922 183178 962 PT, NDA 11 0 102 75 240 11 332 11 30 0.484 D3-2

87 663564 197707 485 PT 3 0 6 24 217 62 100 9 30 D3-1

87 663564 197707 485 PT 3 0 265 79 357 3 88 11 30 D2

88 663482 198540 519 PT, NDA 8 1 190 83 16 6 286 1 30 0.514 D2

91 664252 199059 483 PT, NDA 7 1 79 77 193 3 288 12 30 0.457 D2

92 663094 199115 604 PT 3 0 184 76 17 13 286 3 30 D2

96 665011 197074 434 PT, NDA 7 0 116 79 10 4 281 11 38 0.496 D2

105 653654 203296 946 PT, NDA 6 1 93 58 264 25 350 7 30 0.502 D1-2

111 644448 183782 1512 PT, NDA 12 0 259 59 45 27 142 15 30 0.46 D3-2

113 643169 180605 916 PT, NDA 22 7 49 73 288 9 198 12 30 0.503 D1-2

114 642505 180715 820 PT, NDA 6 0 89 76 241 12 332 4 30 0.419 D3-2

114 642505 180715 820 PT, NDA 9 0 299 76 129 13 39 3 30 0.518 D1-2

114 642505 180715 820 PT, NDA 8 0 91 15 318 71 187 10 30 0.543 D4

116 643499 190857 787 PT, NDA 16 4 210 56 84 16 345 26 30 0.487 D1-2

116 643499 190857 787 PT 3 0 163 52 5 36 267 11 30 D1-1

117 643312 190960 846 PT, NDA 5 0 175 56 3 36 270 3 30 0.452 D2

118 642288 191188 677 PT, NDA 12 0 258 79 65 13 155 5 30 0.416 D1-2

122 641852 191822 835 PT, NDA 9 1 166 67 31 17 295 16 30 0.503 D3-2

125 641585 191533 708 extension 5 0 121 59 31 1 301 31 D3-2

127 641605 191508 670 PT 3 1 126 58 35 9 292 31 30 D3-2

Theta

[°]
R Event

P [°] B [°] T [°]
Outcrop-ID Easting NbivNorthing Altitude Method N

table 1. coordinates of outcrop locations used for paleostress analysis with detailed orientations of the principal stress/strain axes determined 
for each location. coordinates are in Austrian bMN M34 system. N – total number of data, Nbiv.. number of bivalent data, Pt…Pt method 
after turner (1953), NDA – numerical dynamical analysis after spang (1972), secfrac – kinematics deduced from secondary fractures e.g. riedel 
fractures, Kex – extension fractures (gashes), con – conjugated shear fractures; P – compression axis, b – intermediate axis, t – extension axis, 
theta – angle of internal friction, r – shape factor of the paleostress ellipsoid calculated with the numerical dynamical analysis (NDA) after 
spang (1972). Pt and NDA were calculated with tectonicsFP (reiter and Acs 1996–2001).
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high-angle faults are additionally associated with sub-vertical, 
EsE striking extensional veins and open fractures, indicating 
(N)NE-(s)sW-directed extension. this interpretation is sup-

ported by the paleo-principal stress orientations, i.e. σ1 with a 
sub-vertical orientation, σ3 with a (N)NE – (s)sW orientation 
(Fig. 5c).

dipdir dip dipdir dip dipdir dip

129 641008 191033 796 PT, NDA 10 0 153 22 14 62 248 16 30 0.398 D1-1

129 641008 191033 796 PT, NDA 6 0 133 64 12 10 278 22 30 0.443 D2

133 640619 191656 582 PT, NDA 13 2 13 1 172 88 284 2 46 0.412 D3-1

134 643312 190960 846 PT, NDA 19 0 295 72 26 0 114 17 32 0.503 D3-2

134 643312 190960 846 PT, NDA 5 0 206 33 7 56 110 7 42 0.502 D3-1

134 643312 190960 846 PT 3 0 315 40 156 46 53 12 32 D1-1

137 643185 189360 1264 PT, NDA 8 2 152 32 11 47 254 23 30 0.522 D1-1

137 643185 189360 1264 PT, NDA 6 1 231 78 111 6 18 7 30 0.504 D1-2

140 643147 189657 1290 kex, conjug 4 0 192 59 31 29 296 6 D3-2

142 662283 197361 687 PT, NDA 18 0 111 86 10 1 284 4 30 0.412 D2

142 662283 197361 687 PT, NDA 5 0 177 21 328 69 82 15 30 0.587 D1-1

147 646630 164609 420 PT 3 1 342 51 171 49 83 0 30 D1-1

153 643033 184644 1299 PT, NDA 6 0 285 85 109 4 20 1 30 0.524 D1-2

153 643033 184644 1299 PT, NDA 8 0 159 72 344 18 253 2 30 0.503 D2

153 643033 184644 1299 PT 4 3 193 12 25 58 98 22 30 D3-1

155 642137 172272 431 PT 5 3 317 4 209 70 48 6 30 D1-1

158 661345 184999 610 PT 3 0 71 81 184 4 274 9 30 D2

160 661532 184990 627 PT 3 0 268 71 100 19 9 4 30 D1-2

161 655900 187379 950 PT, NDA 8 0 225 76 3 10 94 9 30 0.515 D2

163 660863 185328 593 PT, NDA 9 1 129 79 5 7 276 9 30 0.492 D2

164 658552 185624 728 PT, NDA 7 1 69 1 155 0 221 89 70 0.49 D4

164 658552 185624 728 PT, NDA 5 0 4 4 239 82 92 7 30 0.487 D1-1

166 666079 194998 552 PT, NDA 14 0 355 65 139 21 234 9 30 0.483 D2

166 666079 194998 552 PT, NDA 7 3 289 18 83 70 197 8 30 0.516 D4

167 666222 195122 495 Extension 6 0 250 89 160 1 70 1 D2

172 657335 206228 624 PT 3 0 32 78 169 8 261 11 30 D2

173 662431 209863 393 PT, NDA 7 0 129 53 277 32 17 16 30 0.495 D1-2

175 636706 197628 647 PT, NDA 8 3 179 16 320 69 87 9 30 0.501 D1-1

175 636706 197628 647 PT 5 2 66 74 330 2 240 14 30 D2

177 638417 195115 584 PT 3 0 156 18 13 68 251 14 30 D1-1

177 638417 195115 584 PT 3 0 210 62 90 14 352 22 30 D1-2

178 636596 197512 620 PT 3 1 196 61 329 32 76 17 30 D2

186 660723 191011 515 PT, NDA 9 0 9 11 187 78 278 2 30 0.538 D1-1

187 659822 191359 568 PT 5 2 132 74 12 5 282 19 20 D3-2

187 659822 191359 568 PT, NDA 13 4 0 3 98 77 271 7 20 0.668 D1-1

190 663218 184495 771 PT 7 4 345 3 10 89 75 1 25 D1-1

192 637814 199201 717 PT, NDA 6 0 143 51 8 30 263 22 30 0.507 D2

193 638250 199468 717 PT 3 0 332 28 75 23 195 51 30 D1-1

195 644347 179775 1034 PT, NDA 6 1 350 82 111 8 204 8 30 0.447 D1-2

204 657747 193401 667 PT, NDA 5 1 345 73 153 14 250 2 30 0.474 D2

207 660402 191534 519 PT 3 1 29 13 287 52 126 27 30 D3-1

214 659807 191581 501 PT 6 4 352 12 158 73 262 2 30 D1-1

215 664345 185080 PT, NDA 8 0 88 78 349 2 258 12 30 0.46 D2

216 663811 184927 PT 4 3 176 5 336 71 85 17 30 D1-1

220 650377 182333 1574 PT 3 0 129 23 263 61 30 19 30 D1-1

222 659330 185505 681 PT, NDA 6 1 150 5 21 79 239 11 30 0.511 D1-1

223 660685 184075 630 PT, NDA 7 0 113 82 290 10 20 4 30 0.489 D1-2

224 639826 199759 730 PT,NDA 10 0 320 7 53 45 222 41 30 0.493 D1-1

224 639826 199759 730 PT, NDA 4 0 123 53 310 38 217 2 30 0.483 D1-2

225 633483 185458 472 PT 5 3 73 9 287 69 164 10 30 D3-1

226 663955 184694 563 PT 29 7 108 50 344 27 238 27 45 D2

226 663955 184694 563 PT 6 0 338 78 81 2 172 11 40 D1-2

227 663183 184861 664 PT 27 3 205 55 23 39 111 4 40 D3-2

227 663183 184861 664 PT 3 0 125 60 312 30 218 6 30 D1-2

227 663183 184861 664 PT 4 0 7 14 99 18 240 71 30 D3-1

228 658129 183153 650 PT 19 0 46 52 167 22 271 30 35 D2

228 658128.5 183153 650.455 PT 15 0 121 70 237 8 329 18 32 D3-2

228 658128.5 183153 650.455 PT 17 0 340 77 102 9 188 14 35 D1-2

229 655507.6 185555.5 981.77 PT 12 0 253 71 87 19 352 7 32 D1-2

Event
B [°] T [°] Theta

[°]
RMethod N Nbiv

P [°]
Outcrop-ID Easting Northing Altitude

table 1. (continued).
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Most of the brittle structures observed in the southern part 
of the Koralm Massif are related to D2. these are N–s striking 
slickensides, the major set steeply dipping towards E, and minor 
conjugate sets dipping to the W (Fig. 6). slickenside – related 
striae plunge subparallel or slightly oblique to the slickenside dip 
direction and show top-down kinematic indicators. In the field 
these shear fractures are locally associated with sub-vertical ex-
tensional veins arranged within an en echelon geometry, mainly 
filled with quartz or calcite. As seen particularly in drill cores, 
sub-vertical open en echelon fissures strike in a N–s direction. 
Altogether, these structures can be interpreted as being related 
to general E–W-directed extension; they dominate both in sur-
face exposures and in drill cores. the results from the analyses 
of paleostress orientations show a sub-vertical orientation of σ1, 
and a sub-horizontal orientation of σ3 in E–W to EsE–WNW-
direction, locally shifting to a (N)NW-(s)sE orientation (Fig. 6).

these high-angle structures are repeatedly associated with 
E-dipping low-angle normal faults and shear zones. the latter 
formed by the reactivation of the penetrative foliation, mainly 
within smoothly dipping Plattengneis domains. these shear 
zones are accompanied by cataclastic fault rocks, consisting of 
very fine grained quartz, white mica and biotite in the matrix 
with incorporated broken grains of feldspar or cm to decime-
tre large protolith fragments (Fig. 7a). the damage zone (sensu 
chester & Logan 1986; caine et al. 1996) adjacent to the low-
angle shear zones is characterised by the formation of closely, 
millimetre- to centimetre-spaced fractures, 5–20 cm in length, 
at high angles (70–90°) to the fault zone boundaries, bounding 
distinct rhombohedral blocks. the fracture-bound blocks show 
antithetic bookshelf rotation referring to the displacement 
along the low-angle shear zones, and associated to normal dis-
placement along the high-angle fractures, too (Fig. 7b). Locally 

dipdir dip dipdir dip dipdir dip

229 655507.6 185555.5 981.77 PT 8 0 197 18 96 38 305 47 26 D3-1

230 649069.8 184805.2 1465.56 PT 9 0 251 75 70 13 165 3 30 D1-2

230 649069.8 184805.2 1465.56 PT 18 0 72 81 18 1 282 13 40 D2

231 644176.6 183776 1473.04 PT 4 2 180 51 14 29 281 11 35 D2

232 642857.9 182093.9 926.372 PT 10 2 184 79 277 6 16 14 38 D1-2

232 642857.9 182093.9 926.372 PT 9 2 172 67 2 8 271 4 38 D2

233 659741.8 183436.5 930.21 PT 22 0 12 74 113 4 196 15 26 D1-2

233 659741.8 183436.5 930.21 PT 16 0 43 65 216 25 306 7 36 D3-2

233 659741.8 183436.5 930.21 PT 18 0 15 4 105 49 296 45 30 D3-1

233 659741.8 183436.5 930.21 PT 12 0 88 7 171 29 338 56 30 D4

234 651250.7 183919.2 1510.56 PT 60 0 301 86 99 5 189 5 35 D1-2

234 651250.7 183919.2 1510.56 PT 91 0 178 69 3 24 272 3 46 D2

234 651250.7 183919.2 1510.56 PT 13 0 155 17 54 30 265 54 35 D1-1

234 651250.7 183919.2 1510.56 PT 6 0 255 2 354 61 157 29 35 D3-1

235 641981.6 180586.5 700.67 PT 13 0 350 76 100 4 189 14 50 0.507 D1-2

235 641981.6 180586.5 700.67 PT 18 0 355 78 154 12 245 0 52 0.498 D2

235 641981.6 180586.5 700.67 PT 12 0 47 81 229 9 138 2 64 0.542 D3-2

236 656711 181761.2 1233.02 PT 19 0 150 33 13 49 252 23 40 0.511 D1-1

236 656711 181761.2 1233.02 PT 12 0 213 71 91 11 356 13 30 0.564 D1-2

236 656711 181761.2 1233.02 PT 5 0 109 77 330 10 241 8 42 0.53 D2

236 656711 181761.2 1233.02 PT 4 0 52 17 266 72 146 9 30 0.231 D3-1

236 656711 181761.2 1233.02 PT 6 0 211 0 113 2 107 86 40 0.48 D3-1

237 650458.8 181155 1374.76 PT 3 0 162 3 284 87 76 2 30 D1-1

237 650458.8 181155 1374.76 PT 16 0 142 69 355 18 259 11 30 0.505 D2

237 650458.8 181155 1374.76 PT 21 0 158 19 46 50 258 34 30 0.503 D1-1

237 650458.8 181155 1374.76 PT 7 0 50 12 190 72 324 11 20 0.567 D3-1

237 650458.8 181155 1374.76 PT 26 0 197 51 35 38 299 10 30 0.519 D3-2

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 4 0 217 66 80 17 347 15 30 0.443 D1-2

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 5 0 68 21 333 11 216 66 30 0.475 D4

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 3 0 201 1 111 29 292 60 30 D3-1

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 3 0 164 16 52 56 256 32 30 D1-1

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 18 0 246 66 99 21 4 13 48 0.464 D1-2

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 25 0 253 70 29 13 123 13 54 0.452 D3-2

238 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 3 0 217 7 128 11 339 79 30 D3-1

239 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 9 0 258 73 40 14 132 17 68 0.578 D3-2

239 647255.7 180773 1581.38 PT 4 0 280 67 125 17 38 6 54 0.516 D1-2

240 654045.3 181267 1545.4 PT 55 0 137 72 347 15 255 11 50 0.448 D2

240 654045.3 181267 1545.4 PT 3 0 220 12 99 64 314 22 30 D3-1

240 654045.3 181267 1545.4 PT 13 0 254 60 39 23 133 17 78 0.485 D3-2

240 654045.3 181267 1545.4 PT 6 0 186 75 33 13 302 6 30 0.433 D3-2

240 654045.3 181267 1545.4 PT 7 0 218 61 44 30 313 2 80 0.47 D3-2

240 654045.3 181267 1545.4 PT 5 0 100 15 2 24 212 63 20 0.465 D4

Event
B [°] T [°] Theta

[°]
RMethod N Nbiv

P [°]
Outcrop-ID Easting Northing Altitude

table 1. (continued).
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Fig. 5. a) Orientation of σ1 (large arrows) and σ3 (small arrows) related to D1–1; labeled numbers refer to table 1. b) rose diagrams with strike and dip of fault 
planes and trend of striations; orientation of σ1 (filled circles) and σ3 (triangles) of D1–1-related tensors with mean maximum and minimum principal stress axes. 
c) Orientation of σ1 (large arrows) and σ3 (small arrows) related to D1–2; labeled numbers refer to table 1. d) rose diagrams with strike and dip of fault planes 
and trend of striations; orientation of σ1 (filled circles) and σ3 (triangles) of D1–2-related tensors with mean maximum and minimum principal stress axes. refer 
to Figure 2 for legend of geological units. Grid is in Austrian bMN M34 system.
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these low angle shear zones are associated with antithetic W-
dipping conjugate high-angle normal faults (Fig. 7a). synthetic 
sets of high-angle fractures continuously curve into the dip di-
rection of the low-angle shear zones and form listric normal 
faults. towards the lower tip line the high-angle faults show the 
development of cataclasites. High disintegration of the proto-
lith may be observed along antithetic high-angle faults, too; in 
most cases, however, the original structure of the protolith can 
still be identified, irrespective of the slight alteration of the 
protolith. this alteration is characterised by the enrichment 
of feldspar and biotite. Around the upper tip area, the high-
angle faults may split up into splays, typically forming horse-tail 
structures.

N–s striking D2-related major faults crosscut both previ-
ously formed E- to sE trending faults and the block debris de-
posits of schwanberg. Locally, the block debris is crosscut by 
distinct brittle shear zones, a few centimetres wide, as well as 
by slickensides, indicating a post-sedimentary (re-)activation of 
distinct faults.

D3 is characterised by a sub-horizontal orientation of the 
minimum principal stress σ3 in sE–NW direction (Fig. 8). Lo-

cally, E–W trending fractures are activated as sinistral shears. 
Additionally ENE- and NNW-striking subvertical fractures are 
activated as strike slip planes with sinistral and dextral sense of 
shear, respectively. A detailed analysis of single stations shows 
that (E)NE- and N- to NW-trending fractures may occur as 
conjugate shears. the complete assemblage can be geometri-
cally interpreted to represent E-trending Y-, NE-trending r-, 
and (N)NW-trending r'-fractures (Figs. 8a, c). the analysis of 
paleostress orientations for this deformational event (D3–1) in-
dicates a sub-horizontal NE–sW orientation of the maximum, 
and a sub-horizontal NW–sE orientation of the minimum prin-
cipal stress axis (σ1 and σ3, respectively) (Figs. 8a, b). Locally, 
mainly along restraining bends along E–W-striking strike slip 
faults, σ3 shifts to a subvertical orientation. this indicates inver-
sion of previously formed E-trending faults and related basins. 
However, these orientations are poorly constrained because of 
lack of sufficient data due to subsequent reactivation of fault 
planes.

ssE to s striking fractures were reactivated as oblique high-
angle normal faults with striae dipping toward NW and sE, re-
spectively (D3–2) (Fig. 8d). Foliation planes slightly dipping to 

Fig. 6. a) Orientation of σ1 (large arrows) and σ3 (small arrows) related to D2; Labeled numbers refer to table 1. b) rose diagrams with strike and dip of fault 
planes and trend of striations; orientation of σ1 (filled circles) and σ3 (triangles) of D2-related tensors with mean maximum and minimum principal stress axes. 
refer to Figure 2 for legend of geological units. Grid is in Austrian bMN M34 system.
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the E were activated as oblique low-angle normal faults as well. 
Paleostress orientation analysis of the fault-striae data related 
to this deformational phase yields a sub-vertical orientation of 
σ1 and a sub-horizontal orientation of σ3 in sE–NW direction 
(Fig. 8c, d).

Especially sub-horizontal and slightly E- and W-dipping 
pre-existing foliation planes as well as E- and W-vergent low-
angle normal faults were finally re-activated as low-angle re-
verse faults (thrusts) as can be deduced from associated slick-
ensides and striae indicating reverse to oblique reverse slip (D4; 
Fig. 9). the displacements range from of a few centimetres to 
decimetres. the analysis of paleo-principal stress orientations 
indicates sub-horizontal σ1 in E–W direction, and sub-vertical 
σ3 (Fig. 9). E–W oriented compression is additionally indicated 
by the development of kink bands (Fig. 10a) and the normal 
drag of the pre-existing foliation forming s-type flanking folds 
in terms of Grasemann et al. (2003) (Fig. 10b).

5 Summary and Discussion

the evolution of the eastern part of the Eastern Alps, in par-
ticular the Koralm Massif and the adjacent sedimentary basins, 

during the Paleogene is not well known due to the sporadic sed-
imentary record and the rather low abundance of geochrono-
logical data from this period. the Miocene tectonic evolution is 
better documented for the sedimentary basins, in particular the 
styrian and the Lavanttal basin, located to the east and west of 
the Koralm Massif, respectively. However, the Paleogene and 
Neogene evolution of the Koralm complex still lacks a detailed 
documentation.

In general, this part was transected by two major sets of 
faults, coinciding with the general Miocene fault pattern of the 
Eastern Alps (compare e.g. ratschbacher et al. 1991; Decker & 
Peresson 1996; Neubauer et al. 2000). these are:

1. EsE–WNW- to E–W-trending faults, associated with ENE-
and NNW-trending conjugate structures;

2. N- to NNE-striking faults, mainly acting as high-angle nor-
mal faults, often associated with E-dipping low-angle nor-
mal faults along the western margin of the styrian basin.

these fault sets were multiply (re-) activated during the Mio-
cene, resulting in a complex pattern of fault interferences. De-
tailed timing of distinct phases of faulting still remains difficult 
due to the lack of geochronological data directly dating fault 
activity, and the lack of exposed interference with sedimentary 
deposits. Especially along the eastern margin of the Koralm 
Massif, previously formed E-trending faults and associated 
structures were covered or sealed by syn- to post-tectonic sedi-
ments and may hardly be traced toward east into the styrian 
basin. However, together with the stratigraphic and paleogeo-
graphic evolution of the styrian and Lavanttal basins and the 
related subsidence histories (see, for example, Weber & Weiss 
1983; Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995; sachsenhofer et al. 1997, 
1998; Dunkl et al. 2005; Vrabec & Fodor 2005) a rough struc-
tural evolution, not provided so far, may be reconstructed for 
this part of the Eastern Alps.

In general, the Koralm Massif, adjacent basement units 
north and south of it, and the styrian basin are bordered by two 
major confining fault zones: the EsE-trending Periadriatic fault 
with dextral sense of displacement in the south, and a system of 
ENE-trending sinistral fault zones in the north (e.g. Neubauer 
et al. 2000) (Fig. 11). these are linked by the NNW-trending 
Lavanttal fault system west of the Koralm Massif (Fig. 11). the 
evolution of the styrian basin can be subdivided into an Early 
Miocene (Ottnangian to Karpatian: approximately 18–17 Ma) 
synrift phase and a subsequent postrift phase (Ebner & sach-
senhofer 1995). During the synrift phase, there is a close ge-
netic relation between basin formation and the formation of 
pull apart structures along predominately E-trending strike slip 
zones (Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995; sachsenhofer et al. 1997, 
1998).

During a first phase of deformation (D1–1) WNW–EsE- 
striking fractures were activated as dextral strike-slip faults in 
the southern part of the Koralm complex (Ottnangian to Kar-
patian: approximately 18–17 Ma) (Fig. 11a). In domains charac-
terised by overlapping fault segments this was associated with 

Fig. 7. a) Listric cataclastic shear zone dipping towards E, passing into a shear 
zone parallel to the foliation of the Plattengneis. White rectangle indicates 
location of Figure 4b, use hammer handle for scale (approx. 18 cm). b) High-
angle fractures associated with foliation parallel cataclastic shear zones with 
shear-related antithetic rotation of fracture-bound fragments (outcrop-ID: 96, 
NW of stainz/styria).
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Fig. 8. a) Orientation of σ1 (large arrows) and σ3 (small arrows) related to D3–1; Labeled numbers refer to table 1. b) rose diagrams with strike and dip of fault 
planes and trend of striations; orientation of σ1 (filled circles) and σ3 (triangles) of D3–1-related tensors with mean maximum and minimum principal stress axes. 
c) Orientation of σ1 (large arrows) and σ3 (small arrows) related to D3–2; labeled numbers refer to table 1. d) rose diagrams with strike and dip of fault planes 
and trend of striations;orientation of σ1 (filled circles) and σ3 (triangles) of D3–2-related tensors with mean maximum and minimum principal stress axes. refer 
to Figure 2 for legend of geological units. Grid is in Austrian bMN M34 system.
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the evolution of WNW-trending troughs filled up with coarse 
block debris, e.g. the block debris of schwanberg. this evolution 
continued with subsequent reactivation of E–W to WNW–EsE 
striking crustal fractures as normal faults, indicating (N)NE-
(s)sW directed extension (D1–2) (Fig. 11b). the lowermost parts 
of the block debris were partly crosscut by these high-angle 
normal faults, as locally observed within core drillings (Egger 
2007), indicating partly synsedimentary faulting. the thickness 
of the deposits was acquired by both reflexion seismics and sev-
eral drillings penetrating the contact between the block debris 
and the underlying basement. sediment thickness amounts to 
approximately 180 meters in the central part, and decreases to 
80 meters towards the margins of the basin. the base of the de-
posits was reached at an altitude of approximately 600 meters 
in the central parts, and approximately 700 meters close to the 
margins. Hence the base of the debris is situated 300 to 400 me-
ters higher than the top of the western part of the styrian basin 
today (Egger 2007). the southern part of the Western styrian 
basin (Figs. 1, 2) was characterised by a fan-delta complex in a 
fault-controlled setting with 1000- to 2000 m thick coarse con-
glomerates close to the eastern margin of the Koralm Massif, 

too (Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995). It is assumed that this phase 
documents a first phase of considerable subsidence of the styr-
ian basin in the time span from 18 to 16 Ma ago.

A similar tectonic evolution at a larger scale, with the de-
velopment of an E-trending, fault-bounded trough (ribnica-
selnica trough), may be observed along the northern margin 
of the Pohorje Massif (Figs. 1, 2, 11b) (sachsenhofer et al. 1998; 
Vrabec & Fodor 2005) (Figs. 1, 2). trough subsidence coincided 
with the exhumation of the Pohorje pluton showing a Miocene 
intrusion age (Fodor et al. 2008, this volume). During Middle 
Miocene time the Pohorje was already supplying sediment into 
the surrounding basins with nearly syn-sedimentary apatite 
cooling ages (sachsenhofer at al. 1998; Dunkl et al. 2005). this 
phase of tectonic denudation by N–s-directed extension may 
therefore coincide with the climax of subsidence of the styr-
ian basin during latest Karpatian times (approximately 17 Ma) 
(sachsenhofer et al. 1997). the NNW-trending segments of the 
Lavanttal fault system were activated by dextral displacement 
(Fig. 11a), resulting in the formation of the Lavanttal basin in 
a pull-apart manner (D1–1) with subsequent subsidence due to 
NE–sW extension (D1–2) (Fig. 11b).

Fig. 9. a) Orientation of σ1 (large arrows) and σ3 (small arrows) related to D4; labeled numbers refer to table 1. b) rose diagrams with strike and dip of fault 
planes and trend of striations; orientation of σ1 (filled circles) and σ3 (triangles) of D4-related tensors with mean maximum and minimum principal stress axes. 
refer to Figure 2 for legend of geological units. Grid is in Austrian bMN M34 system.
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E–W-directed extension (D2) during the badenian (approx. 
16–13 Ma) resulted in the disintegration of the styrian basin 
into distinct sub-basins, separated by uplifted areas. this was 
mainly related to tilting of crustal blocks that coincided with 
the uplift of the sausal Mountains (Figs. 1, 2), representing the 
so-called Middle styrian swell, and resulted in the separation 
of the western from the eastern styrian basin (Fig. 11c). the 
Western styrian basin is characterised by a lagoonal environ-
ment with siliciclastic sediments (Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995), 
also along the previously formed E–W-trending troughs, and 
shows coarse grained alluvial and coastal deposits during this 
age. this phase of extension may also coincide with normal 
faulting along the eastern margin of the Koralm Massif, and 

mainly oblique normal displacement along the Lavanttal fault. 
related uplift of the Koralm Massif resulted in the separation 
of the Lavanttal basin from the styrian basin.

Along the northern margin of the central Eastern Alps, this 
time span is characterised by the formation of pull apart basins 
along the Mur-Mürz fault system, in particular the Fohnsdorf 
basin (e.g. sachsenhofer et al. 2000; strauss et al. 2001) and the 
trofaiach basin (e.g. Nievoll 1985) (Figs. 1, 2). these show a 
structural evolution that is quite similar to that of the southern 
part of the Koralm Massif – styrian basin system described so 
far. However, the well documented sedimentary evolution of 
the Fohnsdorf basin provides additional time constraints on 
the tectonic evolution of this area. subsidence occurred along 
ENE-trending sinistral strike-slip faults and NE–sW to N–s 
trending normal faults during the Late Karpatian/Early bad-
enian, followed by N–s extension and normal faulting along 
the southern basin margin during the Middle/Late badenian, 
altogether from approximately 17.2 to 15 Ma. simultaneous 
dextral displacement and subsidence along the Lavanttal fault 
system allowed temporary marine influx from the Lavanttal 
basin towards north during the Early badenian (strauss et al. 
2001). Post-Middle badenian NNW–ssE directed shortening 
resulted in inversion of the Fohnsdorf basin.

A sea level low stand at the badenian/sarmatian boundary 
caused erosional unconformities in parts of the Eastern styrian 
basin and the progradation of fluvial and deltaic sequences to-
ward east (Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995). the early sarmatian 
(approximately 13 Ma) is marked by a transgressional phase, 
with deposition of shallow marine sediments. Northward 
propagation of sedimentation occurred mainly along N-trend-
ing fault zones. In the Western styrian basin sarmatian sedi-
ments have only been observed in its northwesternmost parts 
(Flügel & Neubauer 1984). the lack of equivalent sediments 
in the rest of the Western styrian basin may result from ero-
sion linked to Post-sarmatian uplift. this is in accordance with 
the view of Dunkl et al. (2005) that the Eastern Alps between 
the tauern Window and the Pannonian basin were covered 
by sediments more widely during the Early-Middle Miocene 
than recorded by the sediments still preserved today. Panno-
nian (11,5 to 7,1 Ma) sediments are restricted to the Eastern 
styrian basin and grade from fine-grained marine sands and 
marl to coarse grained siliciclastics related to alluvial fans 
during the early Pannonian (Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995). A 
similar evolution can be observed in the Lavanttal basin as 
well (e.g. Weber & Weiss 1983). this was associated with lo-
cal inversion of E-trending troughs and the re-activation of 
E-trending and NNW-trending faults by sinistral and dextral 
displacement, respectively, due to NE-directed compression 
(D3–1). subsequent (s)sE-(N)NW-directed extension (D3–2) 
caused the reactivation of N-trending normal faults along the 
eastern margin of the Koralm Massif and the Middle styrian 
swell, and of the Lavanttal fault by dextral normal oblique 
displacement (Fig. 11d).

During the Late Pannonian to Pliocene the entire styrian 
basin became an erosional domain, interpreted to coincide 

Fig. 10. D4-related structures: kinkband (a) and s-type flanking folds with nor-
mal drag of foliation (b), both indicating top-to-the E reverse sense of shear; 
a) from drilling tb-D01/05, depth 303,8 m, specimen is 20 cm long; b) from 
drilling tb-D01/05, depth 291,9 m, vertical length of specimen is 6 cm.
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with a phase of basin inversion (D4) (Fig. 11e). this phase can 
be related to the inversion of low-angle normal faults along 
the eastern margin of the Koralm Massif, related to E–W-di-
rected compression being indicated by a sub-horizontal E–W-
orientation of the maximum principal paleostress axes, result-
ing in the inversion of the styrian and the Lavanttal basins. 
Previously formed E–W striking structures probably were 
reactivated as tear faults, showing either dextral or sinistral 
displacement.

this structural succession, constrained by the sedimentary 
evolution of adjacent basins, indicates that the Koralm base-
ment and the Western styrian basin were affected by post-sar-
matian uplift with respect to the Eastern styrian basin. For the 
timing of uplift this opens two possible interpretations:

(1) Uplift was mainly related to tilting of crustal blocks 
along east-directed normal or oblique normal faults, and con-
temporaneous to basin subsidence (compare Dunkl et al. 2005). 
this resulted in uplift of the Koralm Massif, including the block 
debris deposits of schwanberg and Miocene deposits in the 

northern part of the Koralm Massif, above the top of the West-
ern styrian basin (Fig. 11d). the main final uplift of the Koralm 
complex, partly together with the Western styrian basin, oc-
curred during the sarmatian.

(2) Uplift was related to W-directed inversion during the 
Pannonian and resulted in erosion of sarmatian sediments in 
the western styrian basin. However, as inversion affected the 
styrian basin entirely it seems not to be a plausible mechanism 
for explaining the separation of the styrian basin into domains 
of distinct subsidence. therefore, a model of extension-related 
uplift during the sarmatian, according to (1), is favoured.

Irrespective of the mode of uplift the Koralm complex was 
elevated by a minimum amount of approximately 800 m during 
this phase. clastics previously deposited on top of the Koralm 
basement are at an altitude of ± 1100 m today, in contrast to the 
top of the styrian basin, having an average altitude of ± 300 m. 
this was accompanied by the development of a pronounced 
relief resulting in enhanced erosion and subsequent deposition 
of coarse-grained clastics in the Lavanttal and Eastern styr-

Fig. 11. scheme of the tectonic evolution of the central southern Koralm Massif and the adjacent styrian basin during the Miocene. (Fob = Fohnsdorf basin; 
sbD = schwanberg block debris. sketch is not to scale).
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ian basin (Ebner & sachsenhofer 1995; reischenbacher et al. 
2007).

the formation of the main fault sets in the area of investiga-
tion also reflects the structural evolution of an eastward extrud-
ing block with increasing width away from the central part of 
the Eastern Alpine orogen during orogen-parallel escape (e.g. 
ratschbacher et al. 1989, 1991; Neubauer et al. 2000) (Fig. 12). 
this evolution is mainly governed by the northward indenta-
tion of a rigid indenter represented by the southalpine (Fig. 1) 
accompanied with maximum shortening in the central Eastern 
Alps, and a continuous decrease of shortening toward east. Ac-
cording to Kuhlemann et al. (2003) this deformation episode 
occurred between 21 and 12 Ma. In the eastern part of the East-
ern Alps, this extruding block is mainly characterised by strike-
slip faulting along confining E–W-trending wrench faults as-
sociated with the formation of pull-apart basins at oversteps of 
distinct strike-slip faults, linked by approximately N-trending 
normal faults accommodating displacement along the mainly 
E-trending strike-slip fault zones (Fig. 12). these extensional 
structures form mainly perpendicular to the displacement vec-
tor. the eastward increasing width of the extruding wedge im-
plies that progressive lateral displacement causes N–s-directed 
extension perpendicular to the overall displacement direction; 
this may be reflected in the re-activation of previously formed 
E-trending strike-slip faults and by the formation of additional 
E-trending extensional structures (Fig. 12).

the D1–D3 paleostress orientation patterns indicate an ap-
parent clockwise rotation of the minimum principal stress (σ3) 
from a N–s to a NW–sE orientation (Figs. 11a-d). However, 
this may just be related to counter clockwise rotation of crustal 
blocks, especially north of the Periadriatic fault, and is in ac-
cordance with paleomagnetic data indicating counter clockwise 
block rotation in the eastern part of the Eastern Alps by 30° to 
40° in Middle Miocene times (approximately 17–13 Ma) (Fodor 
et al. 1998; Márton et al. 2000, 2002; Kuhlemann et al. 2003). 
consequently, the apparent rotation of the regional stress field 
just results from passive rotation of the evaluated stress ten-
sors. the subsequent inversion of the regional stress field to 

E–W oriented compression (Fig. 11e) was described all over 
the eastern part of the Eastern Alps and the Pannonian ba-
sin (Peresson & Decker 1997) and is interpreted to represent 
the far-field response of a phase of “soft continental collision” 
in the Eastern carpathians. According to Peresson & Decker 
(1997), deformed Pannonian strata in the eastern styrian basin 
indicate that this paleostress regime may have started at 9 Ma 
and lasted approximately until 6 Ma.

6 Conclusions

1) the structural evolution of the Koralm Massif during the 
Neogene is determined by the development of two main 
fault sets: (a) E- to EsE-trending faults may have formed 
as strike slip faults with dextral sense of shear, linked by 
(b) approximately N-trending normal faults. Fault-related 
E-trending troughs were mainly filled up with block debris 
(“schwanberger blockschutt”); sedimentary deposits up 
to the Early/Middle badenian are mainly related to E–W-
striking faults.

2) During (N)NW-(s)sE-directed compression the E-trending 
structures were reactivated as high-angle normal faults or 
oblique normal faults, indicating a phase of (N)NE-(s)sW 
extension.

3) Main uplift of the Koralm Massif did not occur before the 
late Middle Miocene (sarmatian).

4) Pannonian sedimentation was restricted to the Eastern sty-
rian basin; this suggests uplift of the Western styrian basin 
together with the Koralm complex and the block debris de-
posits at post-sarmatian times; this is mainly related to dis-
placement along E-dipping low-angle normal faults during 
a phase of E–W- to sE–NW-directed extension. the Koralm 
complex was elevated by approximately 800 meters during 
this phase.

5) E–W directed contraction resulted in the reactivation of 
former low-angle normal faults as W-directed reverse faults, 
and the re-activation of E-trending structures as related tear 
faults; this coincides with the inversion of the styrian basin.

Fig. 12. scheme showing the development of the fault pat-
tern and related structures within an orogen-parallel ex-
truding wedge, widening toward the direction of displace-
ment. sketch is not to scale.
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